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Abstract: In order to ensure stable traffic capacity and avoid incident congestion, a double-layer ramp
metering model is proposed in this paper, based on coordination control theory, to predict and control
the traffic flow at each on-ramp, when there is incident congestion on the expressway. The function of
the lower model is to recognize where the incident congestion exists, based on an adaptive neural net-
work with inputs of traffic flow, velocity and density. The outputs of the lower model are the number
of section where the congestion occurs, the number of ramp which should be controlled, and real-time
traffic flow information. These outputs should be transmitted to the upper model. The function of the
upper model is to design the ramp-metering strategy based on nonlinear theory. The outputs of the up-
per model are a ramp-metering rate and traffic-flow state after ramp controlling on the expressway. The
results of the simulation show that the double-layer ramp metering model could shorten the delay by
about 25% , and the variance of the model results is O. 002, which could certify the control strategy is
equitable.
Key words: traffic engineering; double-layer model; incident congestion; ramp metering; urban ex-
pressway
1 Introduction
Some traffic congestion is induced by traffic accidents,
we call this "incident congestion". It is random and
accidental, and impossible to predict where and when
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it might happen. As a result, it is difficult to disperse
incident congestion. If it not dispersed in time, it can
lead to paralysis of the road network (Liang 2005). In
order to alleviate traffic jams and to elevate road
capacity with sufficient service, many ramp-metering
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measures are used on the urban expressway. These are
classified mainly into three: on-ramp metering, maste-
rstroke control, and passageway control.
On-ramp metering is the most widely applied con-
trol measure, the objective of which is to control the
number of vehicles entering the expressway, so as to
keep the expressway working at a maximum traffic
capacity (Papamichai and Papageorgiou 2008).
When occasional jams occur on a certain section of
the expressway, for instance, lanes are occupied as a
result of a traffic accident, causing traffic capacity de-
cline or jam, the congested sections should be con-
trolled by taking effective measures to avoid the con-
gestion spreading on a larger scale. Currently, the re-
search on ramp metering has about 4 stages: local
ramp metering; ramp-coordination metering; dynamic
traffic assignment; and traffic channel integration con-
trol. The control method could be classified as: mas-
terstroke control, line guide control, speed-limit con-
trol, and so on (Ghods et a1. 2007).
Of these, local ramp metering is a static or dynamic
control method for single on-ramp on freeway. For
instance, a local feedback control law ( ALINEA ) ,
advanced by Papageorgiou, is a typical feedback
method for local ramp metering, and could disperse
part of the congestion, but may induce congestion
drifting. The road section that is moving maybe be-
come a newly congested section (Kotsialos et al.
2004; Kotsialos et a1. 2002). Ramp-coordination
metering is a static or dynamic control strategy for
nearby on-ramps on the freeway, which could carry
out a static control method, based on linear plan theo-
ry, or carry out linear secondary feedback control,
and nonlinear optimal control, based on dynamic opti-
mal control theory (Kotsialos et a1. 1999).
The calculation rule of these control methods is
simple and cost is low, but it cannot cope with traffic
incidents and disturbance. So, the control results are
not so good (Yuan et a1. 2009). Some researchers
have analyzed how to implement ramp-linkage mete-
ring, such as Payne, Papageorgiou, and so on.
These models could reflect the traffic flow state and
optimize the whole road network. However, the re-
sults of ramp-linkage metering maybe mean that the
waiting time for some drivers, waiting on a controlled
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on-ramp, is too long to endure, or the queue length is
too long, which may disturb the well-balanced traffic
flow state for intersected roads (Bellemans et al.
2006; Papageorgiou and Kotsialos 2002) .
Ramp-channel metering is a territorial, integrated-
control method. By combining ramp metering on the
freeway and urban traffic information regional con-
trol, a selected control index could achieve the best.
The purpose of it is to compensate the delay time on
the controlled ramp by decreasing the traveltime on
the freeway (Jang and Han 1994). By doing this,
the whole travel time for the traffic system could de-
crease. So the effects of this method depend on the
traffic-flow state of the freeway and alternative
routes, and whether drivers would choose the alterna-
tive routes (Ma 1999).
In this paper, a double-layer ramp metering model
is advanced, based on coordination control theory.
The function of the lower model is to recognize where
the incident congestion is based on the adaptive neural
network, whose inputs are traffic flow, velocity and
density. The outputs of the lower model are the num-
ber of section where the congestion occurs, the num-
ber of ramp which should be controlled, and the real-
time traffic flow information. These outputs should be
transmitted to the upper model. The function of the
upper model is to design the ramp-metering strategy,
based on nonlinear theory. The outputs of the upper
model are the ramp-metering rate and the real-time
traffic flow state after ramp controlling on the express-
way.
2 Basic idea of ramp-metering for inci-
dent congestion on urban express-
way
Considering that incident congestion is random and
accidental, the required ramp-metering number is also
random and accidental (Han and Jiang 2007 ). So the
occurrence time and place of the incident congestion
must be identified first, then it is possible to control
and disperse them. On account of the purpose, a
double-layer ramp-metering model is advanced, based
on coordination control theory. The basic ideal of the
model is shown in Fig. 1. This double-layer model
should identify the congestion, and design a control
strategy quickly and accurately. The final outputs of
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the model are the ramp-melering rate and the real-time
traffic-flow state after ramp controlling on the ex.pre-
ssway. Meanwhile, the control strategy must be equi-
table for each driver, because for most control meth-
ods, in order 10 make the traffic syslem optimal, the
waiting time for each on-ramp is unequal. Some driv-
ers would wait a long time as the corresponding ramp
was closed (Kotsialos and Papageorgiou 2001). For
these control strategies, in spite of the oplimal sys-
tern. a driver experiencing a too long delay is inequi-
table. So the equitableness for each driver is consid-
ered in the double-layer ramp-metering model.
cg-- Low.!!.-model Uppermodcl ...L -
I. j-4 ~~~l Mletion Dumber 1.= •~3 ., or _~ ramp ..
.~ g' N mCferillg DlIDIbcr 1! ~
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Fig. 1 Basic ideal of double-layer ramp-metering model
3 Dynamic traffic-flow of urban express-
way
As shown in Fig. 2, on an urban expressway with N
sections, the length of each road section is a. i (j = 1,
2, ···.N); and the samping period is T. after continu-
ous time discrimination. 1 = kT, k =0 , 1• "', K, KT is
the ending time. Note the traffic volume of section j.
traffic density and velocity are q,( k) , p,( k), " (k) ,
respectively. and the traffic volumes al the entrance
and exit are fi(k), sj(k), respectively.
The dynamic traffic model of the urban expressway
is as follows (i =2 ... ·.N -1 ) :
Tp,(k+I) =p,(k)+~,[q,_,(k)-
q,(k)+r,(k)-,,(k)] (I)
',(k+I) =',(k) +I.[,(p,(k) +¥,,(k»)] x
T u,
[ (k)-(k)]- uT[p,., (k)-p,(k) ] (2)
',.,', T~,[p,(k)+9]
Sectioo I SectioD 2 Section 3
-
7(\\j71l
Oil-ramp 2 on-ramp 3 on-rampS
1/(\
OII-rmJpN-1
Fig. 2 SlJUCture of expressway
'[p,(k)] ='/[ I _(p,(k) )'j" (3)
p..
q,(k) =ap,(k)',(k) +(1 -.)[p,.,(k) X
',.,(k) -r,.,(k)] -,,ik) (4)
Eqs. (I) -( 4) form the MACK model (Park and
IGm 2004), where T is a corrected parameter to ad-
just the weight of the second term in Eq. (2): ~ is a
correcled pardmeter to adjusl the weight of the third
term in Eq. (2); J.L is a corrected parameter, logether
with T to adjust the weight of the fourth term in Eq.
(2); () is a corrected parameter, introduced 10 avoid
that the fourth term in Eq. (2) is too big whenp;(k)
is very small; /, m are model parameters, estimated
according to actually measured traffic dala; Pjun is jam
density; VI is free driving speed; a is weighting coef-
ficient.
As for the start and end of a section of the urban
expressway, i = 1 and j = N. the following could be
obtained :
p,(k+I) =p,(k), ',(k+I) =,[p,(k)] (5)
PN(k+l) =PN(k) , 'N(k+I) ='[PN(k)] (6)
For the traffic flow, when j = 1. Eq. (4) is still
true, and when j = N. the following could be ob·
tained:
qN(k) =apN(k)'N(k) (7)
In the entrance ramp conlrol, in addition to the pre-
ceding equations, the queue length Pi (k) obviously
needs to be considered, so the following could be
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Fig.,} Time distribution of incident congestion
Fig ~ Space di§lnbutlOll of Illt"ltknl congestlOll
Considering the structure of congestion rules was
nonlinear, in order to identify the incident conges-
tion, a Back Propagation neural network ( BP neural
network) was used to establish the lower model, be-
cause a BP neural network could draw near any non-
linear mapping. accurately ( Wang et al. 1993).
Some weaknesses of a BP neural network. such as the
difficulty of constructing the network, a tendency to-
wards a local optimal solution. and slow convergence
speed, could be avoided by bringing in particle-
swarm optimizalion.
4.1.1 MxJeI establishment
The inputs of the lower model include the followings:
traffic now ratio of lime I 10 time r -1 for upper sec-
tion: traffic velocity ratio of lime I to time 1 - 1 for
upper seclion: density ratio of time I to lime 1-I for
upper section: traffic now radio of timc I to time I - I
for lower ~Clion: tram!: velocity ratio of time I to
time I -I for lower section: density ratio of time 1 to
timc I - I for lower seclion: ratio of density to veloci-
ty for upper section: and the ratio of density to flow
for upper seclion. These inputs are written as X =
(XI • X~. Xl' X, • x, . Xl>' X• • x~). which are shown in
0-----
when the traffic accident happens. and t~ is the detec-
tion time for the upper section.
- JDri4mI OOIIgnOoa
.,
4 Double-layer ramp-metering model
and solution
Although the incident congestion is random and acci-
dental, there are some rules for the traffic-flow state
in spatial and temporal distributions when incident
congestion has formed. For temporal distribution. the
trJffic now. velocity and density are mutational be-
fore and after the traffic accidents. For spatial distri-
bution, the tmffic now and velocity decrca.<;e, and the
density increases in the upper section when incident
congestion has formed. The traffic-Oow state in the
lower section is opposite (Long 2009). These rules
arc shown in Figs. 3 and 4, in which, 11 is the time
achic"ed:
p,(ktl) ~p,(k)+T(d,(k)-',(k» (8)
where d, ( k) is the uaffic need of ramp i at time k: T
iii design:ued as before.
In addition to the above equations. " ( k) should
follow the conditions of the upper limit and the lower
limit. At the same time. the minimum regulmion rate
limits " (k) ~ " ....
The queuing vchicles at the entrance ramp i should
also not exceed the queuing capacity P,mu' so the fol·
lowing wulll result:
1',( k) +T[d,( k)-" (k)] ""l,~=>
',( k) .. d,( k)- [p,~-p,( k) :/T (9)
The maximum regulation rate limit is " (k) ~ r.....,.
Obviously. the queuing length Pr(k + 1) ~O. i. e..
p, (k)+ T( d
r
( k )-r, (k) j ~O. can be convened to the
following:
',(k) "'d,(k)+p,(k)/T (10)
Therefore. the limit of " ( k) is as follow:
I
max '_.d,(k)-7'[p,_-p(k)J '"
',(k)"'m;n ',_.d,(k)+ ~P,(k) (II)
Status variables include p, ( k). 1'; ( k) and p, ( k) :
the control variable is r, ( k) : and the output variables
arep,(k) andp,(k).
Eqs. (1 )-( 4), (8) and (II) could be combined
to describe the traffic-flow state on the urban free-
way.
4.1 Lower mcx:JeI-congestion identification and so-
lution
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(13)
(14 )
Eq. (12). The outputs are congestion state (y 1 = 1)
and no congestion state (Yz =1 ), which could be
written as Y =(1 ,0 ). If Y =1, there is traffic inci-
dent congestion, and the lower model should output
the number of road section where congestion happens,
as well as the required ramp-metering number.
(1 :q<q~ -1' Xz :v<v~ -1' x3 =o,lot-t(4 -q,lqt-t, Xs -v,lvt-t (12)
x6 =0/0;_1' x7 =o,lv" Xg =o,lq,
where q, is the traffic flow for upper section at time t;
v, is the traffic velocity for upper section at time t; 0,
is the density for upper section at time t; qt-t is the
traffic flow for upper section at time t -1; vt-t is the
traffic velocity for upper section at time t -1; or -1 is
the density for upper section at time t -1; q; is the
traffic flow for lower section at time t; v; is the traffic
velocity for lower section at time t; 0; is the density
for lower section at time t; q;-1 is the traffic flow for
lower section at time t -1; V;-1 the traffic velocity for
lower section at time t -1; 0;-1 is the density for low-
er section at time t -1 .
The structure of the lower model is described as
"3 +1". "3" means the typical 3-layer BP neural
network, and "1" means a transport layer to the
upper model. As shown in Fig. 5, if Y =0, the output
of the lower model is nUll; if Y =1, the dot product
function would be activated, and the required ramp-
metering number would be calculated and transported
to the upper model as input data. The range of needed
ramp-metering number is [I - hI , I+hz ] , in which I
is the nearest ramp number at the upper section, and
h1 , hz are the adjustment coefficients of the ramp-
metering area which are decided by the actual traffic
network.
x,
x
.
.
.................................... - _-_ .
Fig. 5 Structure of lower model-incident
congestion identification
4.1.2 Solution
An S-function is used as an activated function for hid-
den neurons, and a linear transfer function is used as
an activated function for output neurons.
f( x) = 1/(1 +1/eX )
p(x) =ax +f3
where x is the input; a, f3 are parameters.
The initial value of the weight and number of hid-
den neurons were solved by particle-swarm optimiza-
tion, as shown in reference (Uu 2009). In order to
accelerate the convergence speed, a momentum was
introduced to amend study step A, based on the tradi-
tional BP algorithm (Gu and Ai 2007) .
W(k +a) = W(k) +a(k)[I-17D(k)+
17D( k- I) J (15)
{
a(k) = 2ka(k) =-1
A = sign[D(k)D(k- 1) ] (16)
where a ( k) is the study ratio at time k; 17 is the mo-
mentum factor used to inhibit oscillation.
42 Upper model-ramp metering model and solu-
tion
4.2.1 MxJel establishment
The urban expressway's traffic control system has
multiple indexes assessment. With respect to avoiding
occasional jams spreading on a larger scale, the traffic
capacity of the un-congested sections should be used
sufficiently, as much as possible. Through the traffic
guidance, the congestion is controlled to prevent
large-scale and rapid spreading. Assuming the expec-
ted density of each section is p " where p. =p .sr SI en ,
which is the key density when the expressway's traffic
capacity reaches its maximum, the expected queuing
length of the ramp should be metered p s; ::=;; A where A
is a constant. When occasional congestion occurs on a
section of expressway, the objectives for ramp control
should be as follows: one is to ensure the un-conges-
ted sections are used at their maximum traffic capaci-
ty; the other is to control the queuing length of the
ramp as short as possible (Wu et aI. 2007). There-
fore, we set the following function:
"<J+Np- 1
J(ko) = ? [.L (Pi (k)-pcrY +ap L p~(k) J+ar xk-"<J 'e<P, me <Po
"<J+Nc-l
L L [rm (k)-rm (k-1) y (17)k=k me<Po
where Np , Nc are the predicted time domain and con-
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trol domain; CP, is the section set; CP" is the ramp set;
and ap ' a, are the weighting coefficients. The first
term is to make the density of expressway as close to
the key density as possible, to enable its traffic capac-
ity to reach its maximum. The second term p,j = 0,
the queuing length, should be kept as small as possi-
ble. The third term is to restrain the high-frequency
oscillation of the control variable r j ( k) (ramp flow
rate) .
So Eqs. (1)-(4), (8), (11), (17) structure the
prediction control model and the control objective could
be reached by mineralizing the target function 1(k" ) .
4.2.2 Single-step nonlinear prediction control al-
gorithm
Considering the established ramp-metering system is a
typical affine nonlinear system, and the affine nonlin-
ear system could be written as follows:
Xktl =Y(Xk) +G(Xk)Uk
Yk =DXk
Xk=(PI(k),vl(k), "',PN(k), vN(k),
PI (k) ,"',PN(k)) (20)
Uk =(r)(k) ,''',rN(k)) (21)
Yk =(Pl(k),"',PN(k),PI(k),"',PN(k)) (22)
Note that if the road section i has entrance ramps,
the vectors Xk and Yk don't contain Pi ( k), and the
vector Uk contains no r j (k). Y( Xk ), G(Xk ) are the
function matrices as shown in Eqs. (1), ( 2) and
(H) , and D is the identity matrix.
One-step prediction results of the model at time k
could be calculated as follows:
YHllk =DY(Xklk)+DG(Xklk)Uklk =
[DY( XkIk)+DG( XkIk) UH1 ] + DG( Xklk ) x
I1Uk1k =G,,(Xk1k,Uk-J )+DG(Xklk)I1Uklk (23)
where Yk +llk is the predicted value output from the
system when the time k corresponds to the coming
time k +1; I1Uklk =Uklk-Uk-I; G,,(Xklk,Uk-l) is the
part formed with known information in the output pre-
diction of the system; DG ( Xk Ik ) 11 Uk Ik is the part
formed with the increment of the controlled unknown
variable, and can be solved in the future output pre-
diction in the system.
The control objective could be reached by minimi-
zing the following objective function:
kn +Np-l
1k =1( k,,) = I [I (p i ( k) - PimaJ 2 +
k=ko ;EtPs
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k,j +Nc-l
ap ~ p;',(k) ]+a,;: I [rm(k) -rm(k -1) r =
JIIE<J>.{ k -k l) mEtPs
1 , ,Til Yk+llk - Wktl II Q+ II I1Uklk II ~ =
1 T lIT 1
2 I1UklkHI1Uklk + 2 F\I1Uk1k + 2 I1Uk1k F2+ 2 1" (24)
H=(DG(Xklk))TQ(DG(Xklk)) +P (25)
FI =(GO(Xklk,Uk_l) -Wk+I)TQDG(Xk1k ) (26)
F2=(DG(Xk!k)) TQ( G,,(Xklk ,Uk-J)- Wk+)) (27)
F =F2 =F; (28 )
Wk+ 1 = (Perl ,Pcr2,''',PcrN'O,''',0) (29)
where Wk + 1 is the locus vector of the set value at time
k +1; Np =Nc =1; Q is the output value weighting
matrix; P is the control increment weighting matrix.
During the actual ramp control, it is needed to consid-
er the influence of multiple constraints on optimization
control. In addition to Eq. «(,), we have the output
value constraint condition 0 ~Pi ( k) ~Pimax'
The performance index 1k and corresponding con-
straint conditions are optimized based on the situation
at time k. The optimization control rate 11 Uk Ik can be
obtained, and Uk = Uk-J + 11 Uk Ik is controlled in real
time at time k. This optimization control process
above should be repeated at time k + 1.
5 Simulations
5.1 Settings of simulations
Assume a one-way urban expressway with three
lanes, 2. 5 km in length, divided into 5 sections,
each section's length is L1 j = O. 5 km , road sections
2, 3 and 5 include one entrance ramp and one exit
ramp, respectively, which are shown in Fig. 6. As-
sume the traffic volume of main line entrance q" =
1000 veh/h/lane. The need for each ramp within the
time period under discussion is constant, such as d2 =
900 veh/h, d3 = d; = 1000 veh/h, VI = 97. 3 km/h,
Pjam = 74 veh/km/lane, and critical density Per = 37
veh/kmllane with the corresponding traffic capacity
qm = 1800 veh/h/lane. The exit ramp traffic volume
Sj is in direct proportion to the traffic volume of this
road section. Initial densities of the five sections are
24, 26, 21, 46, 27 veh/km/lane, respectively. As-
sume section 4 has a traffic jam and set the sampling
period T=l min, Np =1 min, Nc =1 min, and a p =
a, = 1. 30 times, one-step prediction control is con-
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......,
ducted, i. e. , K =30. Weightings of on-ramps in the
inOuence area of the bottleneck are thai the value of
......,
on-ramp 2 is O. 3 _ values of on·ramp 3 and on-ramp 5
areO.;(ng.7) .
.......
(llloramp3
Fig.6 Structure of urban expressway in simulation
._-----_. ..-.._---_ .•._----_. __ ._. __ ._._.
/
OJ
Fig_ 7 Weighting fact« distribution among on-ramps in innuence area of bouJened::
52 Results of simulation
correctly. so the accuracy of congestion identification
is95.2%.
Fig.8 Rate of ronvagmct: on traditional BP nr:tWOIti:
and 5C'lf-adaplion BP nef""Oft;
- - - TrIlIiI:imI BPIIpiIlm
- AdilpliYllBP fIl&oillun
,
,
,
" ,
,
~----------,,0'
,0'
ItWi
10' ....--~-"'-----~'~-~-----
5.2.2 Ramp-metering resu" analysis
By analyzing simulation results, the average value of
the queuing delay decreases by 24. 3% _ So the doub-
le-layer ramp metering model. based on the results of
congestion identification and real-time traffic informa-
tion from the lower model, could adjust tramc flow
on the ramp. eliminate incident congeslion. and pre-
vent congestion diffusion again. Take the incident
congestion in section 4 as an example to describe the
traffic flow state in detail.
The results of prediction metering are shown in
The ramp-metering model in this paper has double
layers: the lower is to identify congestion; the upper
is to design a control and disperse stralegy. So the ef·
fectiveness of congestion identification is tested first,
and then its validity is examined.
5.2.1 TesUng of congestion identification
600 traffic data were chosen randomly as testing data,
of which. 400 data were used for network training,
and 200 data were used for network testing. The
number of hidden layer nodes is set at 18 after train-
ing_ As shown in Fig. 8. 334 study steps are needed
to reach an expectant error and make it smooth and
steady in a traditional BP neutral network. When
particle-swarm optimization was introduced to calcu-
late the number of hidden layer nodes and their
weights and a momentum was introduced to adjust
study step in traditional BP neutral network, there
were only 132 steps needed to reach expectant error
and make it smooth and steady, The results prove that
the correctional BP neutral network could identify
incident congestion more quickly. In the 200 testing
data. 105 dala are incident congestion data. The
model could identify 100 incident congestion data
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Fig. 11 Melering ralio or Oil-ramp :.
1 2 3 4 S 6 1 8 9 10 II 12 13 14 15
7lmin)
o
50
-.- Section 2
.- Section 3
-- Section 4r -Expeclallt density
i :r-~~?".....--
~ 30
ing time of all ramps Var(k)
where n is the number of entrance ramps. The van-
1 K I
ance of the whole system is Var =-K L Var( k). The
t .1)
smaller the variance, the beHcr the equity( Wu et at.
2007). We can obtain the variance of this control
method, Var =0_ 002 and Var =0. 010 for no control.
As a result, equity increases.
800
700
~ 600, 500
l 400 )--0 300~ 200
100 - Without meleriog
o [ 2 3 4 5 6 1 8 9 [0 I[ 12 13 [4 15
T(lIlin)
Fig.9 Melering ralio or on-ramp 2
Figs. 9-11, whose values are the on-ramp metering
ratios. Since the traffic congestion is in (he down-
sueam road section. thc uaffie volume of on-ramp 5
is greater than that of on-ramp 2 and on-ramp 3.
When !.he downslfcam congestion is eased, the up-
stream main line volume should be controlled in case
that the volume is 100 much and causes traffic jams a·
gain. Comparing the results of Figs. 12, 13, the traf-
fic congestion on the expressway dissipates after about
15 min. a 25% time shorter than that without control,
which is about 20 min for dissipation. Moreover, the
vehicle now density of the road section changes
smoothly. which is good for traffic safety. So the
constraint parameter of the ramp-metering ratio intro-
duced to the objective function in the double model is
effective. which could smooth the change curve of the
ramp-metering ralio. and in favour of eliminating in-
cident congestion smoothly.
T(min)
25 29211713,5
Fig, 12 Den~ily change under rolllrol
50 -..-.- Section 2
-.- Section 3
~ Section 4I 4S Elpectanl dcllJily
i:--~~--
~ 30
Fig.l0 MClCring ralio of on-ramp 3
o I 2 3 4 S 6 1 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 IS
T{min)
800
700
~600
, 500I 400
~ 300
" 200
100
It is necessary to check out the equity for waiting
drivers to avoid some waiting too long. Assume the
queuing and waiting time of ramp m is t", (k) =
1'.(1)
dm(k)' and the average waiting time of all ramps
l(k) =1.. L Im(k). SOlhe variance of average wait-
!l"'~<P~
7lmin)
Fig. 13 DcnsilY change WilhoUl conlro[
6 Conclusions
In order to ensure stable traflic capacity and avoid in-
cident congestion, a double-layer ramp-metering
model is proposed in this paper, based on coordina-
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tion control theory. The function of lower model is to
recognize where the incident congestion occurs, based
on an adaptive neural network, with inputs of traffic
flow, velocity and density. The outputs of the lower
model are the number section where the congestion
occurs, the number of which should be controlled,
and the real-time traffic-flow information. The accu-
racy of congestion identification is 95.2%. Then the
upper model is established to design a ramp-metering
strategy, based on nonlinear theory, which is linked
to the lower model by setting the output data as its in-
put data. The outputs of upper model are ramp-mete-
ring rate and real-time traffic-flow state, after ramp
controlling on the expressway. The results of the sim-
ulation show that the double-layer ramp-metering
model could decrease the delay by about 25 %, and
the variance of the model results is O. 002, which
could certify that the control strategy is equitable.
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